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She was looking at her reflection in the mirror. These example
sentences are selected automatically from various online news
sources to reflect current usage of the word 'reflection.'
Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion
of Merriam-Webster or its editors.
PHP: Reflection - Manual
reflection definition: 1. the image of something in a mirror
or on any reflective surface: 2. the return of light, heat,
sound, or energy from a surface: 3. the angle that.
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Ubisoft - Reflections
Reflection or reflexion may refer to: Contents. 1 Philosophy;
2 Science. Mathematics; Computers. 3 Art; 4 Film and TV and
games; 5 Music. Albums.

Determine reflections (advanced) (practice) | Khan Academy
Given two figures on the coordinate plane, draw the line of
reflection that takes one figure to another.
Reflections Records
Sal is given two line segments on the coordinate plane, and
determines the reflection that maps.
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Main article: Diffuse reflection. Reflections it makes a lot
of sense that these are mirror images if this is kind of the
mirror . Mainarticle:Specularreflection. Shallower reflections
are used in reflection seismology to study Reflections Earth's
crust generally, and in particular to prospect for petroleum
and natural gas deposits. Reflections a longitudinal sound
wave Reflections a flat surface, sound is reflected in a
coherent manner provided that the dimension of the reflective
surface is large compared to the wavelength of the sound.
Determining reflections. PhysicsOptics.VAT included in all
prices where applicable.
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